
ChiliProject - Feature # 465: Multiple category support

Status: Open Priority: Normal
Author: Tom Rochette Category: Issue tracking
Created: 2011-06-11 Assignee:
Updated: 2011-07-05 Due date:
Remote issue URL:
Affected version:
Description: It is currently only possible to select a single category. Sometimes it happens that a task has to do with more 

than one category. Obviously, the current drop-down UI is not designed for this kind of thing. I believe there's 
support for tags in the work, so I'd suggest a similar system for the categories (possibly for the Target 
versions tool). This may as well end up being useful to assign multiples assignees too (that is to discuss).

Associated revisions
2009-12-06 11:28 am - Jean-Philippe Lang 
Version sharing (#465) + optional inclusion of subprojects in the roadmap view (#2666).

Each version of a project can be shared with:
* subprojects
* projects in the project hierarchy: ancestors + descendants (needs versions management permission on the root project)
* projects in the project tree: root project + all its descendants (same as above)
* all projects (can be set by admin users only)

Notes:
* when sharing a version of a private project with others projects, its name will be visible within the other projects
* a project with versions used by non descendant projects can not be archived

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://rubyforge.org/var/svn/redmine/trunk@3123 e93f8b46-1217-0410-a6f0-8f06a7374b81

2009-12-07 08:28 pm - Jean-Philippe Lang 
Fixes Project#shared_versions for descendants sharing (#465).

git-svn-id: svn+ssh://rubyforge.org/var/svn/redmine/trunk@3130 e93f8b46-1217-0410-a6f0-8f06a7374b81

History
2011-06-17 03:24 pm - Eric Davis
Having tags would be better than multiple issue categories.

2011-06-18 01:08 pm - Muntek Singh
I second that having tags on everything would be a much nicer, general solution to this issue.

2011-07-05 07:06 am - Pedro Gutierrez
- File version_category.jpg added

Tags are a nice option for this, I agree.
I only miss the possibility of viewing issues of a specific version by tag as it is now possible for categories, priority...
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